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Buddha Stories - Demi 2018-08-28
A collection of fables and teachings from the Buddha, compiled and illustrated with gold ink by awardwinning picture book author Demi—now in paperback for the first time A golden goose demonstrates the
wealth of kindness. A rabbit learns not to believe everything he hears. Throughout the ages, moral tales
have been passed down from one generation to the next. Centuries ago in China, hundreds of parables were
told by the Buddha to his devoted followers. His messages became widespread through fables adapted by
famous storytellers like Aesop and La Fontaine. In this collection, the author has chosen ten of the most
engaging classic tales from the Buddha's works. Compiled and illustrated by Demi, this wonderful collection
of stories is sure to draw young readers into the ancient teachings of the Buddha, teachings that are as
relevant today as they were over two thousand years ago.
Pretty Face - John Escott 2010
Zoe Baker works in a bookstore. She also likes acting, and she has a part in the play Romeo and Juliet. Mike
Morrison writes about the play for the newspaper. What does he write about Zoe? Is Zoe a good actress...
or is she just "a pretty face"? What does Zoe think when she reads the newspaper? What does she do?--P.
[4] of cover.
Dominoes: Starter: Hercules - Janet Hardy-Gould 2009-12-24
Kidnap! - John Escott 2009-12
One cold winter morning, a famous movie star and her teenage daughter are driving along a country road...
A blue van is waiting for them. Tom is in the van, but he's not a kidnapper - he's an artist. He usually draws
pictures for adventure stories. Now he's in a real life adventure.
Sherlock Holmes - Jeremy Page 2007-01
'For me, Watson, life is not so interesting,' says Holmes. 'I loved to read the newspaper, hoping to find some
news of an interesting crime for me to investigate or a dangerous criminal for me to catch. Where are all
those clever criminals these days?' Then, suddenly, a wild, excited young man runs up the stairs to Holmes'
room. He has a story to tell about a strange crime that took place in Norwood. But who is the criminal? And
is he dangerous? Life, for Holmes, suddenly starts to get interesting.
Oxford Bookworms Library: Stage 2: Chocolate - Janet Hardy-Gould 2011-04-14
A Close Shave - Bill Bowler 2009-12-24
When Wallace the inventor meets Wendolene in her wool shop, he falls in love with her at once. But why
does her dog, Preston, hate Wallace's dog, Gromit? Then, after Wallace's new sheep-shaving and pullovermaking machine falls into the wrong hands, things start to go very wrong. Can Gromit save Wallace from
the danger of a 'close shave'?
Five Canterbury Tales - Geoffrey Chaucer 2009-12-17
A retelling of five of Chaucer's classic tales in simplified language for new readers. Includes activities to
enhance reading comprehension and improve vocabulary.
Oxford Bookworms Library: Starter: Robin Hood - John Escott 2007-12-06
Word count 960 Suitable for young learners
Changing Places - Alan Hines 2004
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Dominoes: Starter: William Tell and Other Stories Pack - 2010-01-28
CD: American English and British English
Oxford Bookworms Library: Level 1: My Story - Andrea Sarto 2018-03-08
'Sing to Win' is the biggest programme on TV - everyone watches it and every singer wants to win it. Sofia
loves singing, so she goes to an audition for Sing to Win - and makes friends with Emma. Emma is a very
good singer, too, and soon there are stories about the two friends on TV and online. But not all the stories
are true - and suddenly, being friends is not easy...
The Big Story - John Escott 2006-01-01
This is a graded reading series with language support on every page. These readers are ideal for students
who need extra motivation and a more structured reading program.
40 Speaking Activities for Lower-Level Classes - Bill Bowler 2015-05-07
Speaking is one the most challenging of the four skills for lower-level learners of English and this brandnew collection of activities is designed to both support and motivate students. Activities include interviews,
quizzes, ranking exercises, 'spot the difference' games and class surveys covering topics commonly found
on the A1 and A2 English curricula, such as Free Time, School Life and Festivals. Packed with useful
functional language, this resource is an ideal accompaniment to any Elementary or Pre-Intermediate
coursebook. CEF LEVEL A1 \- A2
Blackbeard - John Escott 2009-12-24
The year is 1717. It is a bad time to be the captain of a ship in the Caribbean because of pirates. The most
frightening pirate on the sea is Edward Teach, or 'Blackbeard'. 'The Governor of Virginia wants us all dead!'
Blackbeard thinks. 'But can he kill me - the most famous pirate in the Caribbean? No!' This is his story...
Dominoes: Quick Starter: Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves - 2012-06-28
"This book is supported by a MultiROM, containing a complete dramatized audio recording of the story plus
interactive activities."--P. [4] of cover.
The Butler Did it and Other Plays - Bill Bowler 2001-01-01
Reading level: 1 [green].
Dominoes: Starter: The Big Story - John Escott 2009-12-24
CD: British English with some American English characters
Dominoes: Quick Starters: Merlin - Janet Hardy-Gould 2014-01
Radio Boy - John Escott 1998
Dominoes: Quick Starter: Perseus - 2012-04-19
Perseus is the son of Danae, Princess of Argos, and the god Zeus. When he is very young, his mother moves
with him to live on the island of Seriphos. Later, Polydectes, the king of Seriphos, wants to marry Danae.
Perseus says 'no' to this, so Polydectes sends the young man away for the head of Medusa. Medusa is a shemonster, with snakes for hair. Can Perseus find and kill Medusa? And what happens after he goes back to
Seriphos?
Dominoes: One: Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea - Jules Verne 2010-01-07
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Sinbad - Janet Hardy-Gould 2006-01-04
Sinbad the sailor spends many years at sea. He visits strange countries, meets some strange people and
some very frightening animals. He is sometimes rich, sometimes poor and always in danger. But all the time
he is learning for his adventures, until finally he returns home to Baghdad, an older and wiser man.
The Count of Monte Cristo - 2013-02
This is one in a series of books that offers a quick way into a range of exciting stories. Fast-moving and
accessible, each story is a shortened, dramatically illustrated version of the classic novel which loses none
of the strength and flavour of the original.
Dominoes: Starter: The Great Fire of London - Janet Hardy-Gould 2009-12-31

End in this prequel. New star-crossed lovers are put to the test on the first day of Death-Cast’s fateful calls.
Transcending Boundaries - Gisela Hermann-Brennecke 2007
This volume presents 16 essays by friends and colleagues celebrating Gisela Hermann-Brennecke's 60th
birthday. Since the early 1970s, when she emerged as one of the outstanding German specialists in
language acquisition and language teaching, she has been active in research and teaching at various
German universities and abroad. The wide range of Gisela Hermann-Brennecke's research interests and
publications - transcending boundaries - is mirrored in the diversity of the contributions in this volume:
language learning and language policy - studies in English, American, and Postcolonial literatures and
cultures - creative writing.
A Sound of Thunder - Ray Bradbury 2000-01-01

Dominoes: Starter: Around the World in Eighty Days Pack - Jules Verne 2009-12-17
Sinbad - Janet Hardy-Gould 2010-01-17
The activities in Dominoes keep students engaged in the stories and help to reinforce their understanding
of the key language. They can be completed at home or in class. The project activities in Dominoes build on
the themes from the story and encourage students to draw on their ownexperiences. Activities include notetaking and language tasks, leading to extended writing, poster-making, and class presentations. They are
ideal for group work in class or individual assignments.
Dominoes: Starter: A Pretty Face - John Escott 2010-01-07
CD: American English
They Both Die at the End - Adam Silvera 2017-09-05
Adam Silvera reminds us that there’s no life without death and no love without loss in this devastating yet
uplifting story about two people whose lives change over the course of one unforgettable day. #1 New York
Times bestseller * 4 starred reviews * A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year * A Kirkus Best Book
of the Year * A Booklist Editors' Choice * A Bustle Best YA Novel * A Paste Magazine Best YA Book * A Book
Riot Best Queer Book * A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of the Year * A BookPage Best YA Book of the Year On
September 5, a little after midnight, Death-Cast calls Mateo Torrez and Rufus Emeterio to give them some
bad news: They’re going to die today. Mateo and Rufus are total strangers, but, for different reasons,
they’re both looking to make a new friend on their End Day. The good news: There’s an app for that. It’s
called the Last Friend, and through it, Rufus and Mateo are about to meet up for one last great
adventure—to live a lifetime in a single day. In the tradition of Before I Fall and If I Stay, They Both Die at
the End is a tour de force from acclaimed author Adam Silvera, whose debut, More Happy Than Not, the
New York Times called “profound.” Plus don't miss The First to Die at the End: #1 New York Times
bestselling author Adam Silvera returns to the universe of international phenomenon They Both Die at the
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Dominoes: Three: The Last of the Mohicans - James Fenimore Cooper 2010-01-07
CD: American English
Dominoes: One: Frankenstein - Bill Bowler 2012-12-27
Word count: 5,915
Sherlock Holmes - Bill Bowler 2009-10
Dominoes: Starter: Mulan Pack - Janet Hardy-Gould 2010-01-28
CD: American English
The Wrong Trousers - Bill Bowler 2009-12-10
It's Gromit the dog's birthday, and his friend Wallace gives him an unusual present - a pair of Technotrousers. At first Wallace uses the trousers to take Gromit for walks, but when the penguin comes to stay,
he uses them one night for something different - very different. This strange story won the Oscar(r) for Best
Animated Short Film in 1993.
The Happy Prince - Oscar Wilde 2008
A beautiful, golden, jewel-studded statue and a little swallow give all they have to help the poor.
Dominoes: One: Sherlock Holmes: The Emerald Crown - sir Arthur Conan Doyle 2009-12-31
The activities in Dominoes keep students engaged in the stories and help to reinforce their understanding
of the key language. They can be completed at home or in class. The project activities in Dominoes build on
the themes from the story and encourage students to draw on their ownexperiences. Activities include notetaking and language tasks, leading to extended writing, poster-making, and class presentations. They are
ideal for group work in class or individual assignments.
The Tempest - William Shakespeare 1904
Dominoes: Starter: Sheherazade Pack - Bill Bowler 2011-06-02
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